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Abstract
Disk shadowing is a technique for maintaining a set
of two or more identical disk imageson separatedisk devices. Its primary purpose is to enhancereliability and availability of secondarystorageby providing multiple paths to
redundant data. However, shadowing can also boost UO
performance. In this paper, we contend that intelligent
device scheduling of shadowed disks increases the I/O
rate, by allowing parallel reads and by substantially reducing the averageseek time for random reads. In particular,
we develop an analytic model which shows that the seek
time for a random read in a shadow set is a monotonic
decreasingfunction of the number of disks in the set.
1. Introduction
Disk shadowing is a technique used to enhanceavailability and reliability of secondary storage. It consists of
dynamically creating and maintaining a set of two or mom
identical disk images on different disks coupled as as a
mirrored disk (two disks) or a shadow set (two or more
disks). One or more hosts can be connectedto a shadow
set, which they consider as a single disk device. When a
host directs a write request to the shadow set, the data is
written to all disks in the shadow set. A read request is
executedby reading from any disk in the set.
The primary purpose of shadowing is to provide a
fault-tolerant and highly available mass-storagesystem,by
duplicating hardware resources and maintaining multiple
copies of the data. Shadoweddisks provide online backup
storage,thus reducing the need for periodic offline backup
procedures. They also continue to provide accessto data
as long as at least one disk in the shadow set is available.
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A less obvious advantageof shadowing is that it can
also boost I/O performance. By providing multiple paths
to duplicate data, a shadow set can service multiple read
requests in parallel. Furthermore, it can reduce access
time for random readsby optimizing the choice of the disk
to which a read is assigned. As a consequence,shadowed
disks provide higher I/O service rates and lower average
accesstimes for random reads than a single disk. With
proper configuration of controllers and data paths (Section
2.1). writes to all disks in a shadow set can be executedin
parallel. Then writes can be serviced at a rate similar to a
single disk. Thus. in spite of the hardware cost, shadowing
may be a viable technique for coupling disks in systems
that requite both high reliability and increasedI/O performance.
Other approachesthat are being explored for obtaining higher I/O rates by coupling multiple disks are disk
striping [SGSq and synchronousdisk interleaving wi861.
These techniques increase the I/o bandwidth, but do not
provide a fault-tolerant storage system. Another recently
propo& technique consists of interleaving disks and
using additional disks to store redundant information
mK87]. This technique, termed RAID for Redundant
Arrays of Inexpensive Disks, promises to enhance both
performance and reliability in a cost effective manner.
However, further investigation is neededto determine the
proper balance of interleaving and redundancy in a RAID,
and evaluateits performance.
In this paper, we concentrate on pure shadowing,
which is a fully redundant scheme for coupling two or
more magnetic disks. We briefly describe the functions
required to maintain a shadow set, and investigate the perfonnance advantagesof shadowing. In particular, we estimate the expected seek time in shadoweddisks, and show
that for read requests, it decreasesas the inverse of the
number of membersin the shadow set.
1 This ~scatch was partidly mppted by the National Science
Fomdaion under grant #S7@4434and by a grant from Argonne NatiadLsbmmry.

2. How a shadowed disk works

made from the current shadow set or, if the data to be read
hasalready beencopied, from the new disk.

The functions required to support shadowing can be
implemented in the disk driver software on the host(s), or
in hardware, in a dedicated mass-storageserver. The first
approach (Figure 1) was chosen in Tandem’s mirrored
disks [Sit&l. The secondapproach (Figure 2) was implementedin the DEC HSCSOserver, an intelligent controller
which can manage up to 24 disks in one shadow set
WWI.

Shadowing also solves the “bad spot” problem. If a
bad sector is encounteredwhen reading from one disk, the
read is reassignedto another disk in the set. The bad sector can be subsequentlyrewritten.
3. Two or more copies
Disk mirroring is commonly used for improving reliability. An interesting question is whether it makessenseto
have more than 2 disks in a shadow set. In this section, we
argue that 2 copies are sufficient to provide a very high
level of reliability, but that more than 2 copies can sub
mraiidly improve performance.

2.1. Controller configuration
With both approaches, there are different possible
configurations dependingon the number of disk controllers
and accesspaths. Shadowing implies added r/o overhead
at 3 levels: host CPU, channel, and controller. With a single controller configuration, the controller is a single point
of failure and controller contention may become a
bottleneck, since every write request is interpreted as a
write for each disk in the shadowset.

3.1. Reliability of a shadow set
With current technology, the mean time between
failures (MTBF) of a disk is rated between 3 and 5 years.
Assuming independentand exponential times to failure for
the k disks in a shadow set, the time until the first failure
has a mean equal to MTBFIR (seefor example [MGB741).
However, since a single disk failure does not make the
shadowset unavailable, a shadow set should be considered
to fail only if after the first failure, the other disks fail during the time it takes to repair or replace the first disk This
window representsthe time to replace the bad disk with a
new disk and “revive” the mirror. It may vary from 15
minutes, the time for a copy operation, if spare disks are
kept in standby,to several hours.

For reliability and performancereasons,disks should
be dual ported and connectedto a pair of controllers (Figure 1). A controller pair, or a server pair (Figure 2) can
support one or more shadowsets.
Having multiple controllers and configuring them
properly is also a major factor in the performanceof a shadow set. In order to support parallel reads and writes to
the disks in a shadow set, a preferred controller should be
designated for each disk, or for a subset of disks. The
nonpreferred controllers will be used only in case of a
failure. Providing the necessarypaths for parallel writes is
especially critical since a write must always be duplicated
to all disks. With parallel accessto all disks in the shadow
set, the time for a write will be the maximum of the times
required by individual disks, instead of being their sum.
For reads, the availability of multiple data paths provides
true parallelism: Multiple read requestscan be serviced in
parallel, since a read needonly be executedon one disk.

For reliability purposes only, having two disks in a
shadow set, or mirroring disks, is practically sufficient,
since the probability of two disks with two independent
controllers failing in a small time window is almost null.
As an example, supposethat the failure time of a single
disk is exponentially distributed with a mean of five years,
and that the time to repair the mirror set MTTR is 3 hours.
After one disk failed, the probability of the its mirror failing during the next 3 hours will only be 6x10-s (see
Appendix). The MTBF of a mirrored disk is much smaller
than the time to the !irst disk failme. It is given by

2.2. Recovering from failure
When a failure occurs in one of the disk drives, the
shadow set continues to provide accessto the data from
the other disk(s) in the set. Disks can be removed from or
addedto a shadowset. To replace a disk that failed, a new
diskcanbeassignedtothesefandanimageofthedata
can be copied from another disk in the shadow set. There
are two options for copying. The first is conventional
offline copying, which requires losing availability of the
mass-storagesystemduring the time of tbe operation (typically 10 or 15 minutes). The second is online copying,
which can be supported by adding a function to the disk
server. During online copying, new data is written to the
disks in the current set and to the new disk, Reads are

MTBF ,,, MTBF
MTBF,+,,,= yMlTR
This expression can be formally derived (see for example
@IGB74]). Its intuitive meaning is that the mean time to
failure of the mirror is the mean time till the first failure
MTBF12 multiplied by the inverse of the probability of a
second faihtre during the repair time, which is equal to
MTTR I MTBF. With a 5 years MTBF and a 3 hours
MTTR,the mean time between failures of a mirrored disk,
MTBF-,. will be more than 30,000 years!
0
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3.2. Performance of a shadow set

X, = min (X1, XZ , . - * , XJ

From a performance point of view, it may be effective to have shadow sets with more than two disks. Having k disks in a shadow set, with a data path to each disk,
may increasethe I/O service rate by a factor of k for reads,
while maintaining approximately the same I/O rate for
writes. The actual speedupwould dependon the pattern of
the request arrivals, their scheduling, and the server’s
capabilities, and thus be lower than k.
For example, in a benchmark of a shadow set with 4
disks, supportedby the DEC HSCSOserver, it was found
that shadowing provided a service rate of 100 I/O’s per
secondto a VAX-11/780 host, a 3 fold increase from the
I/O service rate of a single disk [BT85]. In a multiprocessor environment, it is even more likely that shadow sets
with a larger number of disks can be instrumental in
further increasing the number of I/O requestsserviced per
time unit by utilizing the disks in parallel.
Another reason for having shadow sets with more
than two disks is the potential for reducing random access
time. In non-sequential I/O, disk accesstime is a major
factor limiting the performance of secondary storage.
Typically, one random accesstakes about 30 milliseconds,
with about half of this delay accounted for by seek time
and the other half due to latency and channel contention.
We will show that shadowing can dramatically reduce
seek time, thus decreasedisk accesstime for individual
I/O requests.

and the seekdistancefor a write is the random variable Xw
defined as
In order to obtain an approximate distribution for X, and
Xw. we will assumethat the Xi are independenf. In reality,
since a write operation may drive all the disk arms to the
same position, there is a certain degree of correlation
between these variables. However if the load is not very
low and reads are frequent enough, it is reasonable to
assumethat most writes are done independently on each
disk and readsundo the effect of concurrent writes. Under
theseassumptions,we can model the seek distanceson the
different disks in a shadow set as independent random
variables.
Let us recall what the distribution of seek distances
on one (non-shadowed) disk is. Let n be the number of
tracks in the data band. There are n* unique seeks: n
seeksof length zero (one starting at each of the n tracks)
and 2(n-i) different seeksof length i, for i= 1,2,...,n-1.
Thus eachof the Xj variables hasa distribution defined by
P(X = i) = 2(n -i)

ln*

or
P(X>i)=(2/n*)‘s

(n-j)
ji

=(n-i)(n-i+l)/n*

4. Expected seek time of shadowed disks

fori=l,2

The expectedseekdistance of a magnetic disk device
is defined as the average number of tracks traversed when
the actuator moves the magnetic read/write head from a
random track to any other random track. This definition
assumesa uniform distribution of accesses.That is, from
the current track, any other track is equally likely to be
accessednext. In reality, track requests may be nonuniform, depending on the way data is laid out on the disk
and on the relative frequency of accessto different files
[STH83]. However, the assumption of uniform accesses
provides a good approximation of seek time, and disk
scheduling is often aimed at minimizing the expectedseek
time computedunder this assumptionlTP721.
For shadowed disks, one must differentiate between
seek time for read operations and seek time for write
operations, since the seek distance required in these two
casesis different. For a shadow set with k disks, the distancesfrom the current track to the requestedtrack can be
seenas k random variables X r , X2 , - * * , X, with identical
distributions. Then the seek distance for a read from the
shadowset is the random variable X, defined as
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,..., n-l.

4.1. Expected seek distance for reads
To derive the expectedvalue of X, , we observethat
Pbnin (X1,X2, ***&)2i]=P(X1

ri)

*** P(X,li)

Thus
n-1

E[XJ=

z

P[min (X1,X2,

--- ,Xk)2il

i=l
n-l

= x

[(n -i)

(n - i + 1) ln2]’

i=l

= (llnB)

“2 (n - i)’ (n - i + 1)’
i=l

For large n, this expressionis well approximatedby
n-1

(llna)

r-l

x (n - i)D = n C (1 -i/n)%
i=l

l/n

i=l

The sum of the right-hand side is the Riemann sum for the
integral

1

J(I -xp=

l/(2&+ 1)

0

Thus we conclude that the expectedseekdistancefor reading from a shadowedset with k disks is approximately
E[XJ=n

/(2k+ 1)

For k = 1. this reducesto the known expected seek of n/3
tracks fTp72], and for mirrored disks, t = 2, we observe a
substantial decrease to n/5 tracks. Thus disk mirroring
decreasesthe averageseek time for random readsby a factor of 1.8.

43. Expected seek diitance for combined reads and
writes
If we assumethat a proportion a. 0 < a <l , of all I/O
requests to the shadow set are read requests, then the
expectedseekdistance will be

4.2. Expected seek distance for writes

X = aXR + (l-a) Xw

To derive the expected seek distance for writes, we
observethat
P[tnux (X,,X&

*--.X,)Si]

Since reads from a shadow set are serviced faster but
writes may take longer than on a single disk, the higher the
proportion of reads,the better the shadowset will perform.
In a transaction processing system, it will usually be the
case that most random accessesare for read requests.
Writes to the transaction log are performed on a separate
disk, and they are sequential. In Figure 3, we have plotted
the expected seek time in shadow sets containing 1 to 10
disks, with proportions of reads varying from 1.0 to 0.5.
The lower curves, corresponding to proportions of reads
equal to 0.6 or higher, remain under the 0.33 value, which
correspondsto the expectedseekdistance for a single disk.
These curves also show that the expected seek distance
decreases as the number of disks in the shadow set
increases. For an equal proportion of readsand writes, the
expected seek distance E[X.s] remains approximately
equal to 0.3 of the data band. independently of the number
of disks in the shadowset.

=

P(X1 <i) .** P(XcSi)
= [2/?12i (tl -J>]’
j=l

= 2klnu [i (2n - i - 1)/2]’
= l/n2 ik (2n -i - 1)’
Thus
E [X,] =‘i

(1 - l/n2 ik(2n - i - l)k)

i=l
It-1

= (n - 1) - nx (i/n)k [2 - (i + 1)/n]’ (l/n)
i=l

For large n, the sum on the right-hand side is approximately equal to the fiemann sum for the integral

4.4. Expected seek time

Ik=ixk(2-x)kdr

4.4.1. Constant speed actuator

0

The nminul accesstime [STH83] is defined as

It can be shown (see Appendix) that the Ik satisfy the
recurrenceformula

E[T] =a+bE[X]
where E[X] is the expected seek distance computed under
the assumption of uniform accesses,a is the mechanical
settling time, and b is a constant determined by the speed
of the actuator and the track density on the magnetic
media. The expected seek time is equal to the nominal
accesstime if the speed of the disk actuator is constant
(since the expected value of a random variable a+bX is
a+bE [Xl). In this case the time to seek a distance of i
tracks is given by

thus
2k
4=(uc+l)w

disk data band. However, as the number of disks in the
shadow set is increased beyond 2, we observe that the
expected seek distance for writes does not degrade as
badly. In Figure 3, the upper curve representing E [Xw]
flattens as the number of disks increases. For R = 10, the
expectedseekdistance is 0.73 of the disk data band.

(2k-2)

2
*** 3

and
E[XJ = n(l-Ik)

Z’(i) =a+bi

Again, for R = 1 we obtain the known seek distance
n/3. For minored disks, k = 2, the expectedseek distance
becomes much higher: 0.46 n, that is nearly half of the

With current technology, typical values for theseconstants
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are a = 5 milliseconds and b = .5 milliseconds. lihe nminal accesstime corresponding to these values for a disk
with 100 cylinders is 23 milliseconds. With the same
accesstime function, the nominal accesstime for the same
disk mirrored will be equal to

random variables

E[~(Xl,x2)l+E[min(Xl,X~)l=2E[X~l
The expected seek time for one disk (which was previously derived in [STH83]) is equal to

E [TR] = 15 milliseconds for reads, and

E[Tl =a+bns<2(n-i)/n’

E [Tw] = 28 milliseconds for writes

i=l

Becausethe seek time is a linear function of the seek distance, the graphs in Figure 3 also indicate the behavior of
the expectedseektime as a function of the number of disks
in a shadowset.

Thus the expected seek time for a write in a mirrored disk
is
E[Tw] =2E[T]-E[TR]

4.4.2. Voice coil actuator

=a+&bc=a+bG

The linear model is often used to estimate the
expectedseek time. However, in current disk technology,
actuatorshave non-constantspeed[STH83]. In particular,
for voice coil actuators, the seek time is given by a nonlinear function:

In Table 1, we summarize these results for the expected
seek time in terms of the number of tracks it corresponds
to, for constant speed (Ti = a+bi ) and varying speed
(Ti = a + ‘G) actuators.

T(i)=a+b<
For this case,we have not been able to derive the expected
seek time E [T] as a function of the expected seek distance. We were able to derive E [TR] and E [TW] directly,
using a method similar to the computation of the expected
seekdistance (Sections4.1. and 4.2.). but only in the case
of mirrored disks. A brief summary of this derivation follows.
Recall from Section 4.1 that the probability of seekingitracksis
P(X=i)

Table 1
Proportion of Data Band Traversed
In Expected SeekTime
Constant Vs Varying SpeedActuator

I

Disk
Read/Write
1 disk read/write
mirrored disk read
mirrored disk write

=2(n-i)ln2

For 2 disks, the seekdistancefor readsXs is distributed as

Varying
spiec0.28
0.16
0.43 -1

Note that with varying speedactuatorsmirroring decreases
even further the expected seek time for reads. Compared
to .28 of the data band for a single disk, a mirrored disk
will seekonly .16 of the data band.

P [X,=il = P [min(X, 32) = i ]
r-l

=2P(X=i)

Constant
sped
0.33
0.20
0.46

* C P(X=j)
ji

=4(n-i)3

ln3

5. Conclusions

Thus the expectedseektime for readsin a mirrored disk is

In addition to providing high data availability and
fault-tolerance, disk shadowing can boost the performance
of mass-storagesystems. A shadow set increases the
number of I/O requests that can be handled per second,
and reduces random access time for individual read
requests. We developed a model to estimate the expected
seek time in a shadow set as a function of the number of
disksintheset.

E[TR] =a+b*g<P(XR=i)
i=l

Using the approximation
$ij

= n j+l / j+l

i=l

we obtain

In particular, we showed that in a mirrored disk with
n cylinders in each drive, the expected seek distance for a
random read is n/5 , as comparedto n/3 for a single drive.
This result partially explains the performance improvement that has been observed in mirrored disks [BT85,

E[TR] =a+.4bG=a+bG
In order to compute the expected seek time for writes, we
will use the relationship between the expected values of
the minimum and maximum of 2 identically distributed
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Sit86]. Our results indicate that shadow sets with a larger
number of disks will provide signiiicantly lower access
times for random reads, in addition to increasing the I/O
service rate. Further investigation is needed to quantify
the impact of other parameterson the performanceof shadow setswith a larger number of disks: rotational latency,
buffer capacity, size of I/O requests,number of actuators,
and disk scheduling algorithms.
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tial, then the probability of a disk failing in a time window
of3hoursis
--

P(T13)

= l-e

365’fi

= 6x10-5
Because of the memoryless property of the exponential
distribution, this is also the probability of a second disk
failing within 3 hours after a first disk has failed. However, note that in a shadow set of k disks, each with an
expected failure time MTBF, the expected time until one
disk in the set fails is k times shorter than MTBF. In particular, this meansthat one of the two disks in a mirror is
expectedto fail twice soonerthan a single disk.
The integral in Section 4.2. :
&*o-x)kdx
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Appendix
Let T be a random variable representing the time
between failures of a disk. If the expected time between
failures is five years, and the distribution of T is exponen-
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FIGURE 1
A Mirrored Disk - Mirroring Supported by Host
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FIGURE 3

EXPECTED SEIX DISTANCE AS PROPORTION OF DATA BAND
Number of disks in shadowset: 1 to 10
Proportion of reads vs writes: 1.0 to OS
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